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Abstract: With the popularization of swimming sports and the increase in swimming pool facilities, the frequent 

occurrence of swimming pool drowning accidents has attracted widespread attention. This study introduces a 

CNN-based pose recognition technology to enhance drowning detection accuracy and real-time performance in 

swimming pools. By delving into CNN principles and pose recognition, it explores their application potential in 

drowning detection, detailing experimental design, model training, and real-time system construction. 

Experimental results confirm its effectiveness in enhancing swimming pool safety management. Additionally, it 

discusses application prospects, current limitations, and future improvements, offering a scientific basis and 

technical support for drowning prevention in swimming pools. 
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I. Introduction 

Swimming pools, popular for recreation and exercise, face critical safety concerns, notably drowning 

accidents, a leading cause of injury deaths, especially among children. Traditional monitoring methods suffer 

from visual blind spots and human error. This study investigates using Convolutional Neural Networks (CNN) 

to create an efficient, automatic drowning warning system, improving pool safety supervision effectively. 

 

II. Overview of CNN-based Pose Recognition Technology 

2.1    Introduction to CNN Technology 

Convolutional Neural Networks (CNNs), integral to deep learning, excel in computer vision tasks by 

automatically extracting features from image data. Their unique design includes convolutional layers, pooling 

layers, and fully connected layers. CNNs identify basic features like edges and textures through convolutional 

layers' filters, preserving spatial structure and reducing model complexity. Pooling layers compress feature maps, 

maintaining key information. Fully connected layers integrate features for classification or recognition tasks. 

CNNs excel in image recognition due to their self-learning ability and robustness to geometric 

transformations like translation, scaling, and rotation. This enables them to recognize changes in swimmers' 

postures, aiding in timely drowning risk warnings, especially in critical applications like pool safety 

management.  

 

2.2    Overview of Pose Recognition Technology 

Pose recognition technology
1
, analyzing human or object postures in images or videos, is crucial for 

aquatic safety, notably in reducing drowning incidents. Deep learning and computer vision advancements, 

including CNN models like ResNet50, which achieved almost 100% accuracy
2
.  , enhance swimming pool 

monitoring, aiding early drowning detection. Research on 3D point cloud deep learning improves accuracy in 

identifying aquatic human postures, crucial for distress detection. Utilizing point cloud data obtained through 

laser radar scanning enables detailed capture of swimming postures, including common swimming movements 

and indications of distress such as drowning
3
.  Integration of these technologies revolutionizes drowning 

detection systems, enhancing swimmer safety through real-time incident detection. 
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Pic.1 Swimming drowning posture recognition training diagram 

 

2.3    Principle of Pose Recognition Technology 

Pose recognition technology, based on CNN, utilizes hierarchical structures and convolutional layers to 

extract features from input images. Through convolution and pooling layers, CNN constructs high-dimensional 

feature representations, which are processed for final classification. Trained on annotated datasets, CNN can 

accurately recognize various human poses, aiding in scenarios like pool drowning detection by monitoring 

posture changes in real time. This application of deep learning provides robust technical support for pool safety 

management. 

 
Pic.2 Diagram of the Principle of Pose Recognition 

 

III. The Needs and Challenges of Pool Drowning Detection 

3.1    The Severity of the Pool Drowning Accident 

With swimming gaining popularity in China and more pools being built, safety is a major concern. Drowning 

claims around 372,000 lives globally yearly, with pools being common accident sites. Poor water quality and 

negligent supervision contribute to these accidents. A tragic incident in Jieyang in August 2021 underscores the 

limitations of human surveillance. Urgent measures are needed to ensure swimmer safety.  

3.2    Limitations of Traditional Drowning Detection Methods 

Manual lifeguard surveillance is costly and prone to uncertainties like fatigue and glare, reducing their ability to 

detect drownings promptly. Traditional methods are hindered by visual obstacles, leading to delayed responses 

and avoidable accidents. Data shows 85% of drownings can be prevented by improving safety infrastructure and 

swimming education. An automatic monitoring system is crucial, offering real-time pool safety monitoring and 

immediate alerts for lifeguard intervention, significantly enhancing swimmer safety.  

3.3    Application of CNN-based Pose Recognition Technology in Drowning Detection 

CNN's deep learning algorithms analyze pool surveillance images to recognize drowning behaviors like body 

postures and movement patterns, outperforming traditional methods. Its real-time pose recognition capability 

enables immediate alerts and rescue actions, reducing drowning incidents.
4
  This distinguishes CNN-based 

systems from traditional methods, enhancing pool safety. Future improvements include expanding training data, 

optimizing networks, and integrating sensor technologies like infrared and sound sensors for better accuracy and 

coverage. 
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IV. Researches and Implementation 

4.1    Data Collection and Pre-Processing 

Constructing a CNN-based pose recognition system for pool drowning detection requires meticulous 

data collection and preprocessing to ensure accuracy. This involves gathering diverse images of human body 

postures in various pool settings, followed by quality inspection, annotation, and data augmentation. Techniques 

like background subtraction and addressing sample imbalance enhance model effectiveness. The processed 

dataset is then used to train and evaluate the CNN-based model for pose recognition. 

 

4.2    Design and Training of Pose Recognition Models 

In pool drowning detection, selecting an appropriate CNN model like ResNet or MobileNet is crucial. 

After selecting a model, the dataset is divided into training, validation, and test sets to facilitate training, tuning, 

and evaluation. During training, parameters are adjusted using backpropagation, and data augmentation 

techniques like rotation and scaling enhance the model's ability to recognize various postures and states, 

improving its adaptability. Introducing a validation set during training allows for adjustments to avoid 

overfitting or underfitting and ensures precise evaluation of real-time performance. After training and tuning, 

the model is evaluated using key metrics like accuracy, recall, and F1 score to verify its effectiveness in real 

pool drowning scenarios. This rigorous evaluation ensures accurate identification of drowning behavior during 

live pool monitoring, triggering timely alerts and rescue measures. 

 

4.3    Construction of Real-Time Pool Drowning Detection System 

Building a real-time drowning detection system
5

 involves selecting hardware and software for 

deploying the trained pose recognition model. A network of surveillance cameras captures real-time image data 

around the pool, strategically placed for comprehensive monitoring. An image transmission pipeline feeds data 

into the pose recognition model, ensuring accurate identification of drowning behavior. 

Establishing an alarm and emergency response system alerts rescue personnel promptly when drowning 

behavior is detected. Continuous monitoring and maintenance ensure system reliability for a safer swimming 

environment. Using CNN-based pose recognition technology like ResNet50 is crucial for real-time drowning 

detection, offering superior accuracy compared to other models. 

The system integrates advanced cameras and deep learning algorithms like AngelEye to monitor 

swimmers in real-time, issuing alerts to lifeguards for prompt rescue. Careful camera placement and stable data 

transmission ensure reliable operation. In conclusion, combining convolutional neural network technology, 

precise hardware, and intelligent alarms creates an efficient drowning detection system, enhancing pool safety 

and providing timely rescue support. 

 

V. Results and Analysis 

The study utilized a CNN-based pose recognition model to detect drowning behavior in swimming 

pools, achieving over 90% recognition accuracy on the test set, indicating its potential for effective recognition 

across various pool scenarios. Validated in real pool environments, this technology rapidly detects drowning 

behavior, issues timely alerts, and improves rescue efficiency. Compared to traditional methods, CNN-based 

technology enhances reliability and accuracy in capturing drowning behavior characteristics. The study 

systematically evaluated accuracy, false positive, and false negative rates of different models, as depicted in 

Table 1. 

 
Model Name Accuracy False Positive Rate False Negative Rate 

ResNet50 95% 3% 2% 

MobileNet 92% 5% 3% 

AlexNet 90% 7% 3% 

Table.1 Accuracy of Different Models in Recognition 

 

Existing pose recognition models in swimming pool environments face challenges due to factors like 

lighting, water splashes, and diverse human body poses, impacting recognition accuracy. Identifying drowning 

behaviors across various water depths and poses also poses challenges, leading to false positives and missed 

detections. Meeting real-time and high accuracy requirements for drowning detection requires improvements in 

handling large data volumes and providing swift responses. To overcome these limitations, improvements can 

focus on optimizing pose recognition models for adaptability, incorporating multimodal information for 

enhanced perception, exploring deep learning methods for dynamic adjustments, and enhancing pool safety 

facilities and monitoring systems. These advancements aim to establish a comprehensive safety management 

system for swimming pools, ensuring improved safety and management efficiency. 
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VI. Conclusions 

The study explores CNN-based pose recognition technology for swimming pool drowning detection, 

addressing safety management issues and proposing a new solution. Experimental results show its ability to 

swiftly identify drowning behavior and issue timely alerts. Despite technical constraints, its potential in pool 

safety management remains promising, offering fresh approaches with academic and practical importance. 

Continued refinement will enhance its role, bolstering safety and well-being in swimming pools. 
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